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Pyle Marine Tweeter Speaker System, One Pair 1inch PEI

Specifications

BRAND: Pyle
MODEL NUMBER: PLMRTW25W
ITEM DIMENSIONS LXWXH:  4.37 x 1.65 x 4.37 inches
POWER HANDLING: 120 Watts MAX
WATERPROOF RATING: IP-X5
IMPEDANCE: 4 Ohm
SENSITIVITY: 93 dB
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FREQUENCY RESPONSE: 1.4 KHz – 22 KHz
MOUNTING DEPTH: 0.67”
MOUNTING DEPTH WITH HORN DIFFUSER: 1.42”
PRODUCT DIMENSION: 2.20” x 2.20” x 1.06” –inches
PRODUCT DIMENSION WITH HORN DIFFUSER: 4.37” x 4.37” x 1.65” –inches
WEIGHT: 1.53 lbs.

Introduction

The twin speaker system is built to maximize extraordinary output power, ensure minimum distortion, and extend the
bandwidth. The pair’s impedance can reach 4 Ohms, delivering always high-quality sound. This dome tweeter
speaker system has been proven to endure any abrasive aquatic conditions and has the marine grade waterproof
rating of IP-X5. They are ideal for off-road, marine, and car vehicles. These tweeters come with two of our 1″ PEI
Dome Tweeters, speaker wire, and mounting hardware, and deliver great high-frequency noises, exceptional sound
quality, and clarity. Our PEI Dome tweet can be used in many different situations. Marine, mobile, and off-road
vehicles like ATVs, Jeeps, yachts, boats, and watercraft can all have it fitted. It’s perfect for travelling and enjoying
the high-quality sound. Our dome tweeters are made from the best materials and come with professional Neodymium
magnets, molded ABS Machines grills, and safe, long-lasting operation. These features guarantee superb audio
performance.

HOW IT WORKS

Heavy-duty polymers that can resist the harsh circumstances of being on a boat are used to make marine speakers.
They frequently have a plastic cone to shield the inside parts from harm. Additionally, they frequently contain a
stainless steel grill that is resistant to rust and other problems of the sort.

HOW TO KNOW IF TWEETER IS DAMAGED

Put your head holes exactly next to the tweeter and play that tone at a low volume. It is blown if there is no sound
coming from it. If it does, it may be partially damaged or still function. You’re fine if it is loud and clear and sounds like
your other speakers.

HOW TO CLEAN SPEAKER TWEETER

When playing music, you can actually just leave any dust that isn’t blown off the tweeter, he claims. “However, the
ideal technique is to softly blow at the tweeter if you don’t like the way it looks. However, the sound of the speakers
won’t be significantly affected by any dust that isn’t removed by the speakers themselves.

Frequently Asked Questions

What function do tweeters serve in an audio system?

Tweeters may create a variety of high-pitched vocal frequencies, including feminine tones. Chimes, electric guitar
notes, cymbals, synthesized keyboard sounds, some percussion effects, and other high-pitched instruments.

Are tweeters wired into the speakers?

In order to install one, you must first stop the power to your system and avoid short-circuiting by removing the
negative terminal from your car battery. After that, you must take out the speaker panels in order to install the tweeter
beneath the current speaker grille. The speaker wires for your tweeter must also be connected.

Why is a tweeter good?

The tweeter needs to be light to move rapidly and smoothly while remaining strong enough to maintain its shape and
avoid distorting when the volume is increased. Additionally crucial to producing realistic sound is the tweeter’s
capacity to dampen when the music stops.

What is a tweeter made of?



A ribbon tweeter reproduces high frequencies by using a very thin diaphragm (often made of aluminum or possibly
metalized plastic film) to support a planar coil, which is frequently made by depositing aluminum vapor. The coil is
suspended in a strong magnetic field, which is typically provided by neodymium magnets.

Can speakers for boats get wet?

Marine speakers are made for outdoor use where they may be exposed to splashes, rain, or even hose water. They
are watertight, as we like to say.

Can you fix a tweeter?

Unfortunately, there isn’t a cure for your tweeters. They need to be changed. As for safeguarding fresh ones. If the
child approaches the volume control once more, snap his fingers.

What causes a tweeter to blow?

When the hertz is too low, many tweeters blow out. Since tweeters are made to operate at a high frequency, falling
too low (below the typical 2,000 hertz) might result in permanent damage. A tweeter might suffer harm from
excessive clipping and compression.

What kind of wire do you employ for tweeters?

Make your installer run eight-AWG power cords to the subs to completely destroy yourself! 14-AWG speaker wire is
more than sufficient for the rest of us who listen to music at even moderately decent power levels, and anything over
18-AWG won’t do for your tweeters.

How many tweeters can you connect at once?

By connecting the amplifier and speakers with a single cable, you can series-connect two or more tweeters. Assume
you have an amplifier and four speakers: A, B, C, and D. If so, you can connect the positive terminal of A to the
positive terminal of the amplifier in order to wire the voice coils in series.

Does a tweeter require an amp?

A tweeter won’t need an amplifier if all you’re after is greater treble (“highs”) but not additional clarity, volume, or
power. If you don’t mind a little less volume and power, you could even link them to a standard car audio.
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